Climbers

PRODUCT
ESSENTIALS

BuckLite
Titanium
Climbers

Buckingham
Steel Climbers

Petzl Vertex Vent
Designed for maximum
comfort, customization, and
durability. The five ventilation
holes can be quickly opened
and closed with sliding shutters to meet changing climate
conditions. The polycarbonate
shell is lightweight (16.4 oz)
yet strong enough to meet
applicable industry and
mountaineering standards for
impact and wear resistance.
The simple three-way
adjustment system ensures a
perfect fit for any wearer.
B1ABA02R

BuckLite Titanium Climbers
Buckingham has been making climbers since 1896 and this climber is
the result of 115 years of dedication. They are the lightest climber yet
strongest climber from Buckingham - they are rated to 350 lbs. per
pair. They are available with 3-1/2" permanent or 2-3/4" replaceable
tree gaffs (replacement tree and 1-3/4" pole gaffs sold separately). All
our Buckingham climbers have a contoured shank for ankle relief and
comfort and straight stirrups. Sleeves adjust from 16-1/4" to 18-3/4".
They are available as a complete set or just the irons (without straps
and pads) so you can build your perfect climber. Replacement parts
also available.
B1ABTB93059
B1ABTB81429R
B1ABTB9142R

Complete set with 2-3/4" replaceable tree gaffs
Complete set with 3-1/2" permanent tree gaffs
Climbers only with 3-1/2" permanent tree gaffs

Buckingham Steel Climbers

Climbers

Petzl Caritool
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This accessory connector is
perfect for connecting your
tools to your saddle. It positions your accessories at a 90
degree angle to your saddle
so you know exactly where
they will be at all times. Not
to be used for life-support.
B1ABP42
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The Buckingham steel climber is an exceptional value due to their low
cost, durability, and strength - they are rated to 350 lbs. per pair. They
are available with 3-1/2" permanent or 2-3/4" replaceable tree gaffs
(replacement tree and 1-3/4" pole gaffs sold separately). All our Buckingham climbers have a contoured shank for ankle relief and comfort
and straight stirrups. Sleeves adjust from 16-1/4" to 18-3/4". They
are available as a complete set or without straps and pads so you can
build your perfect climber. Replacement parts also available.
B1AB93059
B1AB9309
B1AB81429R
B1AB9142R
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Complete set with 2-3/4" replaceable tree gaffs
Climbers only with 2-3/4" replaceable tree gaffs
Complete set with 3-1/2" permanent tree gaffs
Climbers only with 3-1/2" permanent tree gaffs
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Klein Climbers

Climb Right
Aluminum
Climbers

Wire Core Flipline Kit

Klein Climbers
Klein manufactures rugged and durable tree climbers that incorporate
all of the features that professional users have found most desirable
over the years. These adjustable climbers have contoured leg irons
that help position the gaffs securely along with adjustable steel sleeves
for maximum fit. All Klein climbers come with 2-3/4" replaceable tree
gaffs (1-1/2" pole gaffs sold separately). Sleeves on the AR model
adjust from 15" - 19" and sleeves on the AL model adjust from 17" 21". Replacement parts also available.
B1AB1907AR
B1AB1907AL

Complete set with 2-3/4" replaceable gaffs
(standard sleeve)
Complete set with 2-3/4" replaceable gaffs (long
sleeve)

Climb Right's new CTB Quick Change™ Climbers are the latest in
the series of aluminum climbers. These climbers match a molded
aluminum stirrup with an aerospace quality aluminum upright. These
pieces are then tempered to T6 hardness for strength and anodized for
added wear resistance. Sleeves adjust from 15-3/4" to 18-3/4". They
are available as a complete set or without straps and pads so you can
build your perfect climber. Replacement parts also available.

REGULATION
OSHA regulation part 1910.268(G)(3)(i) requires that gaffs be
covered when climbers are not in use.
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8'
10'
12'

Half frame style with TR-90
Ultraflex, ultra-light frame
technology. They feature
comfort-fit rubber nose
pieces and soft, non-slip
rubber temple ends. Frame
is available in numerous
designs including military
green and woodland camo.
Lenses provide 99.9%
protection from UVA/UVB
rays and exceed ANSI-Z87+
specifications.
B1SG9141
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Complete set with replaceable tree gaffs
Climbers only with replaceable tree gaffs

B1AB1308K
B1AB1310K
B1AB1312K

Sniper Safety Glasses

Climb Right Aluminum Climbers

B1AB91224
B1AB91220

Our wire core lanyards
have a bright, tightly
braided 16-strand polyester
cover over flexible heavy-duty
galvanized aircraft cable.
Our kits include the flipline,
auto-locking swivel-snap,
rope clamp, and carabiner.
The kits are available in 1/2'
diameters and lengths of 8',
10', and 12'. These are absolute must-have accessories
for any tree climber.
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Buckingham Tree Gaffs
Replacement 2-3/4" tree gaffs.
Fits Buckingham "dowel and
screw" style climbers manufactured after January 2011.
B1ABNB9306

Replacement 2-3/4" tree gaffs.
Fits older Buckingham screwstyle climbers manufactured
before January 2011.

Replacement 2-3/4" tree gaffs.
Fits older Buckingham pin-style
climbers.
B1AB9306

B1ABTB9306

Buckingham Pole Gaffs
Replacement 1-3/4" pole gaffs.
Fits Buckingham "dowel and
screw" style climbers manufactured after January 2011.
B1ABNB9206A

Replacement 1-3/4" pole gaffs.
Fits older Buckingham screwstyle climbers manufactured
before January 2011.

Replacement 1-3/4" pole gaffs.
Fits older Buckingham pin-style
climbers.
B1AB9206

B1ABTB9206

Klein Gaff Screws - Long
Klein Replacement Tree Gaffs

Climbers

Replacement 2-3/4" tree gaffs.
Fits all Klein climbers.
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B1AB07

Replacement 1-1/2" pole gaffs.
Fits all Klein climbers.
B1AB72
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Replacement long gaff screw
for Klein climbers (qty: 1). Also
requires short screw.
B1AB244

Klein Sleeve Fasteners
Fits all Klein climbers (qty: 4).
B1AB34910

Replacement short gaff screw
for Klein climbers (qty: 1). Also
requires long screw.
B1AB247
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B1AB90040

B1AB90042

Buckingham Sleeve
Fasteners
Fits climbers with sleeves
that are not threaded (qty: 4).
B1AB9215

Climb Right CTB Replacement Tree Gaffs
Replacement 2-5/8" tree gaffs. Fits new CTB climbers.
B1AB90040

Replacement 1-5/8" pole gaffs. Fits new CTB climbers.
B1AB90042

B1AB120T

B1AB120P

Buckingham Sleeve
Fasteners
Fits climbers with sleeves
that are threaded (qty: 4).
B1AB996

Climb Right Traditional Replacement Tree Gaffs
Replacement 2-5/8" tree gaffs. Fits older aluminum climbers.
B1AB120T

Replacement 1-5/8" pole gaffs. Fits older aluminum climbers.
B1AB120P

Buckingham Gaff Pins
Replacement gaff pins (qty: 4).
B1AB11

Buckingham Replacement Sleeves
Fits all Buckingham climbers
(qty: 2).
B1AB9204

Replacement gaff screws
(qty: 4).
B1AB11T
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Climb Right CTB Replacement
Gaff Screws

Climb Right Replacement
Sleeves

Fits new CTB climbers.

Fits older Climb Right Aluminum
climbers (qty: 2).

B1AB90026

Climbers

Buckingham Gaff Screws

B1AB9999S
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Replacement Lower Straps

Replacement Top Straps

Replacement Lower Straps

1" x 26" neoprene/nylon split
ring bottom straps. Sold in pairs.

1" x 26" leather top straps.
Sold in pairs.

1" x 26" leather split ring bottom
straps. Sold in pairs.

B1AB0898050

B1AB0897001

B1AB0897050

Split Ring

Replacement Top Straps

Gaff Guards

Replacement split ring - steel.

1" x 26" neoprene/nylon top
straps. Sold in pairs.

Velcro® straps for easy on and
off. Sold in pairs.

B1AB9218

B1AB0898001

B1AB0897100

Leather L-Shaped
Climber Pads

T-Shaped Climber Pads
with Felt Liner

Foam cushioned pads for added
padding. Sold in pairs.

Foam cushioned pads with felt
liner. Sold in pairs.

B1AB0897158

Super Climber Pads
Extra-large 9" x 12" size.
Requires (2) two 26" upper
straps per pad. Sold in pairs.
B1AB0897157

B1AB0897156

Climbers

Hook and Pile Cushion
Wrap Pads
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Climbing Iron Pads
Slides over climbers to provide
extra padding. 2" x 8" with 1/2"
padding. Sold in pairs.
B1AB0898100
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4" wide with 3/4" padding.
B1AB3500C
B1AB3504C
B1AB3502
B1AB3502C
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Straight style. No metal insert. Cinch loop.
Straight style. Metal insert. Cinch loop.
Angled style. Metal insert. Continuous wrap.
Angled style. Metal insert. Cinch loop.
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